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Nanomagnets used in memory and logic usually have a large barrier ~ 40-60 kT and require relatively large currents to switch, which limits their practical application. Magnets with smaller barriers would require smaller currents and hence less power, but the practical utility of such magnets has been limited since they do not have a stable magnetization and cannot represent a 0 or a 1. In this talk, we argue that such stochastic nanomagnets (SNM) having thermal stabilities of only a few kT, comprising a few thousand spins, provide a natural probabilistic or “p-bit” for implementing a new kind of logic.

We argue that the natural physics of SNM’s mimics the mathematics of Boltzmann Machines and can provide the basis for a probabilistic spin logic (PSL) for a wide variety of low power computing applications. To illustrate the power and versatility of PSL we will show how it can be used to; (1) implement any given truth table reliably and reconfigurably (examples: AND, OR, XOR gates and character recognition); (2) solve difficult optimization problems (example: traveling salesman problem); and (3) implement relatively large logic operations by connecting basic PSL blocks in a directed manner (examples: 4-bit multipliers and 32-bit adders).
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